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I. Overview 
 

In June 2015, Ranking Member Bill Nelson of the Senate Committee on Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation (Commerce Committee or Committee) released a report detailing 
the findings of the Committee minority staff’s investigation into the Takata airbag recalls.1  The 
report highlighted a number of serious safety and quality lapses that occurred years before 
vehicles were first recalled.   

 
Since the Committee minority staff’s report, the Takata airbag recalls have expanded, 

developing into an even bigger safety crisis.  According to the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA), as of February 11, 2016, more than 29 million inflators, 
approximately 23 million vehicles, and fourteen automakers were impacted.  The rupturing 
inflators have caused at least ten deaths, including nine in the U.S., and more than 100 injuries 
worldwide.2  On November 3, 2015, NHTSA issued a Consent Order to Takata intended to 
reduce the risk of inflator ruptures by ordering the phase-out of the use of certain ammonium 
nitrate-based inflators and a Coordinated Remedy Order requiring automakers to prioritize recall 
repairs.3  

 
In addition, the Commerce Committee has continued its investigation, reviewing 

documents and meeting with government regulators, representatives of Takata, and affected 
automakers.  Emails and documents reviewed by Committee minority staff reveal a culture 
within Takata that, at a minimum, did not prioritize the safety of its products – and perhaps 
operated with an utter disregard for safety.  Numerous internal documents and emails reference 
the widespread manipulation of inflator testing results by Takata employees.  In a meeting with 
Committee staff, Takata representatives stated that the most serious data manipulation occurred 
in 2000; however, emails and documents reviewed by Committee minority staff demonstrate that 
these data integrity issues continued even in the years after the airbag recalls began, when 
fatalities had been linked to rupturing airbags.  Takata representatives contend that there is no 
link between the instances of data manipulation and the defects that are the subject of recalls. 

 
The following additional documents uncover instances of data manipulation and illustrate 

the alarming extent to which Takata lacked a culture that prioritized the safety of its products.  
 
II. Internal Takata Documents Reveal Instances of Safety Testing Data Manipulation 

and a Broken Safety Culture  
 

In 2004, an engineering manager at Takata’s Armada, Michigan Plant wrote regarding a 
specific model of inflator, “IF we continue to humor them by sending them DV/ PV [Design 
Validation/Process Validation] data so they can ‘selectively modify’ however they see fit, the 

1 Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, Danger Behind the Wheel: The Takata Airbag 
Crisis and How to Fix Our Broken Auto Recall Process, 114th Cong. (2015).  
2 E.g., Takata Air-Bag Recall Expanded as 10th Death Reported, Bloomberg Business (Jan. 22, 2016).
3 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, In re: EA15-001 Air Bag Inflator Rupture, Consent Order (Nov. 
3, 2015); National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, In re: Docket No. NHTSA-2015-0055, Coordinated 
Remedy Order (Nov. 3, 2015). 
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data reported to our Asian Customers will always be suspect compared with what we will have 
on file here.  How do we make this stop?”4  Takata representatives stated to the Committee that 
they could not substantiate this allegation and found no evidence that manipulation of data 
related to this particular inflator actually occurred. 
 

In a 2005 memorandum to Al Bernat, group vice president of engineering and quality 
assurance, from Bob Schubert, an airbag production engineer, titled “Data Integrity and the 
PSDI5 Inflator,” Bob Schubert raised serious concerns regarding the manipulation of testing 
data, writing, “it has come to my attention that the integrity of validation reports coming from 
that organization [inflator engineering] is in serious question.  The key issue is that the data 
obtained by ASL-IO [Automotive Systems Laboratory-Inflator Organization] is not being 
accurately reported to the end customer.”5  
 

Schubert continued the memo by detailing eight specific changes made to original 
validation reports.  “These are not trivial changes in that data clearly in violation of the customer 
spec is altered to meet the customer spec,” Schubert wrote, adding, “[t]he data presented by IO to 
the customer is a clear misrepresentation of the facts.”6  These misrepresentations included tests 
being reported as compliant when they were not and the total elimination of testing data from 
reports.  At times, even when the data was within the customer specifications, it was changed or 
deleted “without explanation.”7  
 

The focus of this memo, the PSDI-5 inflator, was the subject of a recall in May 20158 and 
in January 2016,9 impacting, in total, more than 4 million inflators.10  Takata maintains that the 
examples of data manipulation highlighted by Schubert in his memo are not directly related to 
airbag inflator ruptures or the PSDI-5 inflators currently recalled.  However, this manipulation, at 
a minimum, clearly illustrates a culture at Takata that failed to prioritize safety.  
 
 In 2006, an engineering manager sent an email to a fellow engineering manager and 
directors in his inflator engineering group in which he explained, “PV [Process Validation] 
Reports were cherry picked and [    ] was schmoozed to accept certain deviations.  [    ] and [    ] 
intimidated the shit out of [    ] to ‘create’ these wonderful fictitious PV reports [. . .].  It is yet 
another mess-o-shit we will be handed with no real fix possible.  The plant should have been 

4 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Nov. 23, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341066) [Exhibit A].  
5 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Dec. 8, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341576) [Exhibit B]. 
6 Id.  
7 Id.  Additionally, former Takata employees have alleged that in 2000 and 2004 Mr. Bernat ordered the destruction 
of airbag parts that had failed performance tests.  See Takata Discarded Evidence of Airbag Ruptures as Early as 
2000, New York Times (Feb. 12, 2016). 
8 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Recall 15V-284 (May 13, 2015). 
9 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Recall 16E-005 (Jan. 25, 2016). 
10 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Recall 15V-284 (May 13, 2015) (159,700 vehicles potentially 
involved); National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Recall 16E-005 (Jan. 25, 2016) (3.9 million vehicles 
potentially involved). 
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screaming bloody murder long ago.”11  Earlier in the same email chain, a quality manager in 
Mexico wrote, “But the more important thing is our records, if we go back to our record we will 
find a lot of failures and if the customer request records or make an audit we will have a lot of 
failures (Some times 38% at week of failures)[.]”12  According to Takata, these allegations were 
not based on first-hand knowledge of the alleged data manipulation and are overblown.   
 

However, documents and emails provided to Committee minority staff show that Takata 
continued to manipulate and alter testing data in 2010, even after recalls in 2008 and 2009 and 
two fatalities in 2009 linked to rupturing inflators.  A presentation on an experimental inflator, 
SDI-X 1.7, documented the deficiencies in this inflator, which included “significantly variable 
hydro-burst, significantly reduced safety factor, and significant weld quality issues.”13 
  

The presentation continued, “TKJ [Takata Japan] was informed of these results, but 
altered them and reported good results to Honda.  Honda now wants to implement the 
design…..”14  One slide, with the heading “Reporting Fidelity,” compares the actual data and the 
data reported to Honda, which shows that data was omitted and values were fabricated.15  
 

It is disturbing that data integrity issues persisted at Takata, even after recalls and 
fatalities in 2008 and 2009.  The last slide of the presentation acknowledges a recall, explaining, 
“Honda has concluded that the late design change on PSDI was a significant influence to the 
recall issue.”16  Takata informed the Committee that this experimental inflator design never went 
into production. 
 

Furthermore, documents reviewed by Committee minority staff reveal that a director 
within Takata’s global inflator/propellant organization raised ethical concerns to a senior vice 
president, who, according to the director’s notes, failed to address the concerns.  More than four 
years after the first recall of Takata airbags, the director was asked in March 2013 to present 
information to an automaker about the range of vehicles affected by a recall.  In his personal 
notes, which Committee minority staff reviewed, the director wrote, “I told the group that it 
seemed clear to me that the information used to set the range of the recall was, in one case, 
technically unsupportable, and in the other case, a likely misrepresentation of the production 
records.”17  Later in his notes, he explained, “The basis for limiting the 2002 recall population is 
false.  It is a blatant misrepresentation of the production records”18 and “will either generate 

11 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Nov. 23, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341071) [Exhibit C]. 
12 Id.  
13 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Dec. 8, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341492) [Exhibit D]. 
14 Id.  
15 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Dec. 8, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341495) [Exhibit D]. 
16 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Dec. 8, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341499) [Exhibit D]. 
17 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Nov. 23, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341394) [Exhibit E]. 
18 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Nov. 23, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341400) [Exhibit E].  
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unnecessary recall population or fail to recall product that is suspect,” which he deemed a 
potential “violation of our moral obligation to protect the public.”19  
 

According to the director’s notes, he raised all these concerns with Takata’s senior vice 
president of quality assurance and refused to sit in any meeting in which the basis of the recall 
boundary would be discussed.20  In response, his senior colleague conveyed that someone else 
would be going in his place to present the basis for the recall to the automaker, but he did not 
indicate that anything would be done to correct the issues that had been raised.21  The engineer 
also felt required to report his concerns to the VP of Human Resources in accordance with the 
Corporate Governance document.22   
 
III. Conclusion 

 
Committee minority staff believe that the emails and other documents referenced above 

represent, at the very least, a failure by Takata to ensure the integrity of its testing of inflators or 
to respond appropriately to ethical concerns raised to senior Takata personnel.  These apparent 
testing manipulations and the failure by Takata to address them raise concerns about the safety of 
all ammonium nitrate-based Takata airbag inflators.  Accordingly, Committee minority staff 
recommend the following steps be taken to further protect consumers impacted by potentially 
defective Takata airbag inflators. 
 
IV. Minority Staff Recommendations 
 

A. Phase Out All Takata Ammonium Nitrate-Based Inflator Production As Soon As Possible  
 

• Under the Consent Order, Takata is permitted to continue to manufacture and sell, 
under existing contracts, non-desiccated ammonium nitrate-based inflators through 
the end of 2018.  Additionally, Takata is permitted to continue to manufacture and 
sell, under existing contracts, desiccated ammonium nitrate-based inflators 
indefinitely.23  

• To protect the public from an unreasonable risk to safety, Committee minority staff 
believe that NHTSA should immediately exercise its authority under the Consent 
Order and Coordinated Remedy to accelerate the phase-out schedule for non-
desiccated ammonium nitrate-based inflators and to create a phase-out schedule for 
desiccated ammonium nitrate-based inflators.  

19 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Nov. 23, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341404) [Exhibit E]. 
20 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Nov. 23, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341405) [Exhibit E]. 
21 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Nov. 23, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341407) [Exhibit E]. 
22 Takata Response to Senate Commerce Committee (Nov. 23, 2015) (TKH-SCS&T00341409) [Exhibit E].  
23 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, In re: EA15-001 Air Bag Inflator Rupture, Consent Order, pp. 
11-14 (Nov. 2, 2015). 
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B. NHTSA Must Take All Appropriate Action to Accelerate Production of Non-Ammonium 
Nitrate-Based Replacement Inflators 

 
• A reported shortage of replacement parts has led to substantial delays in the 

availability of replacement parts for many consumers seeking to fix recalled 
vehicles.24 

• Committee minority staff recommend that NHTSA use all existing authority to 
maximize the expedited production of non-ammonium nitrate-based inflators. 

 
C. NHTSA Must More Effectively Manage the Recall Process to Avoid Consumer 

Confusion 
 

• While NHTSA has issued a Consent Order and Coordinated Remedy Order in an 
effort to provide a “global” fix to the Takata airbag crisis, failures by NHTSA and the 
automakers to effectively coordinate when additional recalls are announced are 
causing substantial consumer confusion.25 

• Committee minority staff believe that NHTSA, in coordination with the Takata 
independent monitor, should more effectively manage the announcement of recalls 
and recall remedies.   

24 See Takata Shares Nosedive After Another Death Linked to Faulty Airbags, CNNMoney (Jan. 25, 2016); Takata’s 
Faulty Airbags Still Exact Toll as Recalls Lag, New York Times (Jan. 30, 2016).  
25 See German Makers Recall 2.3 Million U.S. Vehicles for Takata Bags, Bloomberg (Feb. 10, 2016); Latest Airbag 
Advice Confuses Drivers, NBC4 Southern California (Feb. 16, 2016). 
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